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We briefly review aspects of superconductive persistent currents in Josephson junctions of the
S/I/S, S/O/S and S/N/S types, focusing on the origin of jumps in the current versus phase
dependences, and discuss in more detail the persistent as well as «spontaneous» currents in the
Aharonov–Bohm mesoscopic and nanoscopic (macromolecular) structures. A fixed-number-of-elec-
trons mesoscopic or macromolecular conducting ring is shown to be unstable against structural
transformation removing spatial symmetry (in particular, azimuthal periodicity) of its elec-
tron-lattice Hamiltonian. In case when the transformation is blocked by strong coupling to an ex-
ternal azimuthally symmetric environment, the system becomes bistable in its electronic configura-
tion at certain number of electrons. At such a condition, the persistent current has a nonzero value
even at the (almost) zero applied Aharonov–Bohm flux, and results in very high magnetic suscep-
tibility dM/dH at small nonzero fields, followed by an oscillatory dependence at larger fields.
We tentatively assume that previously observed oscillatory magnetization in cyclic metallo-or-
ganic molecules by Gatteschi et al. can be attributed to persistent currents. If this proves correct,
it may open an opportunity (and, more generally, macromolecular cyclic structures may suggest
the possibility) of engineering quantum computational tools based on the Aharonov–Bohm effect
in ballistic nanostructures and macromolecular cyclic aggregates.
PACS: 73.23.–b, 74.50.+r
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1. Superconductive weak links
Current can flow in a dissipationless manner under
the control of an external parameter, the Josephson
phase across a superconductive weak link [1,2]
(Fig. 1,a) or a phase difference along a mesoscopic
normal-metallic loop [3–5] (Fig. 1,b). In both cases,
the phase is related to the magnetic flux piercing the
loop. The flux can be considered as one created by thin
infinitely long solenoid producing no magnetic field
outside its interior (and therefore in a loop) and ne-
vertheless affecting the quantum states of electrons in
the loop. This nonlocal effect of magnetic flux on
quantum states is known as the Aharonov–Bohm
effect [6]. The phase shift  due to magnetic flux
 

A ld is equal to
  2
0


, (1)
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where 0  hc e is the flux quantum. In the
Josephson junction,  is the phase of the pair wave
function, and the effective charge e* equals twice the
charge of the electron, e* = 2e. In case of a nor-
mal-metal ring, e* is a single-electron charge, e.
The current in a loop can be calculated as the deri-
vative of the energy of the junction with respect to ,
J
e






. (2)
Superconductive junction theory considers contact
types S/I/S (the tunneling junctions) [7], orifice-type
contacts S/O/S [8] and the superconductor–normal
metal–superconductor contacts S/N/S [9–11]. The
S/O/S and S/N/S contacts can include barriers at
the interface between superconducting electrodes or
inside the normal metal, respectively. The feature of
current–phase relationship at zero temperature on
which we will focus our attention is the existence of
jumps at certain values of , in particular at  =  or
 = 0. In the latter case (which is in effect a property
of the Aharonov–Bohm weakly coupled loop consi-
dered in the next Section), the current assumes a non-
zero value at zero flux. Jumps in J() in super-
conductive contacts are eliminated by the adjustment
of the electronic system to the appropriate value of the
gap parameter 	(r). In the Aharonov–Bohm loop the
adjustment will be achieved by the rearrangement of
atoms in the loop (the Peierls or the Jahn–Teller ef-
fects, or more complex lattice transformation).
The Ambegaokar–Baratoff and Kulik–Omelyan-
chouk theories resulted in an interpolated cur-
rent–phase relationship suggested by Arnold [12] (see
also a review paper [13])
J
eR r t
( )
sin
cos ( )

 




	 0
0 2 2 22 2
(3)
where R0 is the resistance of the junction in the nor-
mal state and r2, t2 are the reflection/transmission
probabilities (with r2 + t2 = 1) in the normal state. 	0
is the order parameter of superconductor (the BCS
energy gap at T = 0). At t << 1, formula (3) reduces
to the Ambegaokar–Baratoff relation
J
eRAB



	 0
02
sin (4)
whereas at r = 0 (no barrier) it gives the Kulik–Ome-
lyanchouk formula
J
eRKO
  

   
	 0
0
2sin( ), – (5)
corresponding to twice as large a critical at the same
value of the contact resistence. Energy versus phase
in the S/O/S structure with barriers is given by
E
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r tSOS  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2
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and is presented in Fig. 2. The S/N/S junction is
represented by the E() dependence at T = 0
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where vF is the Fermi velocity of the metal and
N SkF 
2 4 is the number of perpendicular con-
ducting channels in the normal bridge between super-
conductors of length d and cross section S. From the
above expression, the current in the S/N/S structure
at T = 0 becomes
J
v
eR d
F( ) , –

     
2
3 0

(8)
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Fig. 2. Energy of the S/O/S contact versus phase at
T = 0 (1). Supercurrent versus phase (2). Solid curves
correspond to r = 0, the dotted curves to r = 0.2. The J()
dependences are shifted upward arbitrarily for clarity.
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Fig. 1. Superconducting loop with a weak contact
(crossed) (a). Normal-metal mesoscopic loop carrying cur-
rent J (b).
and is present in Fig. 3 together with the E()
dependence.
2. Persistent currents in mesoscopic systems
Persistent currents (first discovered and termed
nondecaying currents [4]) have been predicted for
mesoscopic conducting loops [3–5] which do not show
the effect of superconductivity. The current appears in
the presence of magnetic field as a result of the Aharo-
nov–Bohm effect [6]. As discussed in a review paper
[14], persistent currents are similar to orbital currents
in normal metals first considered by Teller [15] in his
interpretation of Landau diamagnetism in metals [16],
but specific to the doubly connected geometry of the
conductors (loops, hollow cylinders, etc.). Observa-
tion of persistent currents have been made in indirect
[17,18] as well as in direct [19–21] experiments show-
ing the single-flux-quantum 0  hc e periodicity in
the resistance of thin Nb wires [17] and networks of
isolated Cu rings [18], and in the single-loop experi-
ments on metals [19], semiconductors [20], and
macromolecular metallo-organic compounds [21]. We
suggest, contrary to the authors of [21], an interpreta-
tion of magnetic oscillation [11] based on antiferro-
magnetic ordering of Fe ions in a «ferric wheel»
[Fe(OMe)2(O2CCH2Cl)]10 and assume that the
6T-periodic magnetization in this compound is due to
Aharonov–Bohm persistent current flowing in the
outer ring of O atoms while the inner ring of Fe atoms
serves as a concentrator of magnetic field to the center
of the ring. In the paper [22], the 8T-periodic varia-
tion of resistivity in molecular conducting cylinders
(carbon nanotubes) was attributed to Altshuler–Aro-
nov–Spivak effect [23], a companion one to the classi-
cal Aharonov–Bohm mechanism, but with a twice
smaller periodicity in magnetic flux 	  hc e2 .
Aspects of the Aharonov–Bohm persistent currents
in complex and correlated systems have been consid-
ered in various papers, in particular by studying the
strong coupling [24–26] and localization [27,28] ef-
fects, thermodynamic—statistical properties [29–31],
polaron effects [32,33], effects of strong magnetic
field [34,35] and spin–orbit interaction [36,37],
Peierls transition [38–40], Wigner crystallization
[41] and Coulomb blockade [42], persistent current
oscillation in hollow cylinders with toroidal geometry
[43], nonequilibrium and time-dependent effects
[44–48], weak links in the loop [49], as well as the
nontraditional phase effects (geometrical and Berry’s
phase, instantons, etc.) [50–53] summarized in recent
reviews [14,54–57]. Further trends in the macro-
molecular persistent and spontaneous currents
[58–60] include quantum computational [61] pros-
pects of using Aharonov–Bohm loops as quantum bits
(qubits) with the advantages of easier (radiation-free)
manipulation of qubit states and increased
decoherence times as compared to macroscopic
«Schrödinger cat» structures (Josephson junctions).
The smallest (three-site) persistent current ring dis-
plays a -shaped energy configuration [59] with two
degenerate ground states at external flux 0 2 hc e.
The spontaneous persistent current loop will achieve
the degenerate state at zero field or, if the degeneracy
is lifted by the electron–phonon coupling, at a reaso-
nably low field.
Persistent current is a voltage-free nondecaying
current which exists as a manifestation of the fact that
the ground state of a doubly connected conductor in a
magnetic field is a current-carrying one. This state-
ment was proved for the ballistic loops [4] as well as
for the diffusive rings [5]. There is no fundamental
difference between these two extremes. Counterintui-
tively, ballistic structure doesn’t show infinite con-
ductivity, as has sometimes been naively supposed;
the dc resistance of the loop is infinite rather than zero
when a dc electric field is applied to the system. In the
case when a current is fed through the structure, no
voltage appears provided that the magnitude of the
current is smaller than a certain critical value. This
applies to both elastic and inelastic scattering. The
magnitude of the critical current of the ballistic ring
smoothly matches the current of the diffusive ring
when the mean free path l becomes large. In the dirty
limit, l << L, where L is the ring circumference, the
critical value of the supercurrent decreases propor-
tionally to l/L according to Ref. 62, or to ( )l L 1 2
according to a numerical simulation [14]. The
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Fig. 3. Energy of the S/N/S contact versus phase at T = 0
(1). Supercurrent versus phase (2). The J() dependence is
shifted upward arbitrarily for clarity.
nondecaying current doesn’t even require severe re-
striction on the so-called «phase breaking» electron
mean free path. In fact, the normal-metal supercurrent
is an analog of the «incoherent» Josephson effect
[63,64], in which the phase of the superconductor is
considered as a classical variable. Stronger criteria
(that the dephasing length is larger than the system
size, and the analogous requirement in the time do-
main, that the «decoherence time» is larger than the
characteristic time of observation) apply to persistent
current rings as quantum computational tools men-
tioned above, which are the analogs of the macro-
scopic quantum tunneling [65–67].
3. Spontaneous persistent currents
Persistent current appears in a ballistic ring due to
the Aharonov–Bohm field. The current, however, can
also originate when the external field is zero — the
«spontaneous» current. Such situation was noticed ac-
cidentally by various authors, in particular [68–70],
but has not seemed convincing due to the fixed-chemi-
cal-potential configuration, and has been attributed to
the effect of Peierls instability in the ring [40] (criti-
cized in [71,72] in regard to the inaccuracy of the
mean field approximation). In fact, the fixed-num-
ber-of-particles ring with an odd number of electrons
displays a number of structural instabilities: the Peierls
transformation [73] and the Jahn–Teller effect [74] are
the best-known examples of, and the (generally more
complex) atomic rearrangement when the ground state
proves degenerate in a symmetric configuration.
In Figure 4 we show the dependence of the maximal
persistent current, as well as the spontaneous current,
on the number of electrons in a ring which was mod-
eled as a finite-length hollow cylinder with rectangu-
lar cross section L1  L2 containing a finite number of
perpendicular electron channels N L L kF  1 2
2 22 .
Note that the magnitude of the current in a ballistic
ring is not evF/L, as sometimes suggested (vF is the
Fermi velocity), but rather approaches a value
J ev L NFmax ~ ( )

1 2 (see [4]). The dependence
Jmax(N) at T = 0 is irregular due to the addition of
negative and positive currents from different electron
eigenstates in longitudinal and transverse channels.
Figure 5 shows the bistability effect in a ring. While
at an even number of electrons the electronic energy
has minimum at  = 0, it acquires a maximum when the
number of electrons is odd. (The inductive energy, to
be included below, will shift the position of the minima
in curve 2 of Fig. 5 to the origin, so that a degenerate
state will appear in the near vicinity of  = 0.)
The spontaneous current has the same order of mag-
nitude as the maximal persistent current and repre-
sents an inseparable part of the Aharonov–Bohm
effect. The structural transformation is investigated be-
low in an exact way by considering the ring dynamics in
the tight binding approximation. The «lattice» (the
atomic configuration of the loop) can respond to the de-
generate ground state by making an atomic readjustment
similar to the Peierls transition (doubling of the lattice
period in a one-dimensional atomic chain; see, e.g.,
[75,76]), or a more complex atomic rearrangement.
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Fig. 4. Persistent current versus number of electrons in a
ring with a ratio of cross-sectional dimensions
L L L: : : :1 2 10 1 1 (spinfull configuration). Upper curve is
the maximum current in units of J0 = evF/L at given N,
the dotted curve is the amplitude of first harmonic of
Jpers( ) , and the curve at negative J is the spontaneous
persistent current as defined below, also in units of J0.
The dashed curve is the square root of the number of per-
pendicular channels N

plotted against N.
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Fig. 5. Bistable configuration in a ring: Energy versus flux in
a ring of 10 electrons (1) and 11 electrons (2). The second
curve is shifted downward for convenience (but not rescaled).
In fact, such a possibility clearly shows up in the
case of a 1D loop with the discrete quantum states (
is the azimuthal angle)
 n
L
in
1
exp( (9)
corresponding to energies
 n
mR
n f 

2
2
2
2
( ) (10)
where n  ! !0 1 2, , , ... and f   0 is the magnetic
flux threading the loop in units of the flux quantum
0
74 10 "  G"cm2.
As an example, the loop with 3 electrons has energy
E f f f
J
c
j f( ) [ ( ) ] ( ) 
 !  
 0
2 2 0
2
2
21
2
1
2
L
(11)
corresponding to two spin-1/2 states with n = 0 and
one state with n = 1 or n = –1. The last term in Eq.
(11) is the magnetic inductive energy and L is the in-
ductance (of the order of the ring circumference, in
the units adopted). The current J e h E f ( )  is
equal to
J f J f J e h( ) ( ), !  0 0 01 3  (12)
and is nonzero at f = 0 in either of the states !. The
ratio of magnetic energy to kinetic energy is of order
#
 


LJ
c
e
mc R
a
R
0
2
2
0
2
2
6 0
2 4
10 ~ , (13)
where a0 is the Bohr radius. This is a very small quan-
tity, and therefore the magnetic energy is unimpor-
tant in the energy balance of the loop. The flux in the
loop equals f f j f 
ext 2# ( ) where fext is an external
flux and j f J f J( ) ( ) 0. The correction for the exter-
nally applied flux is essential only at fext ~ #; other-
wise, we can ignore this contribution.
The property of nonzero persistent current thus
demonstrated for the noninteracting electrons survives
strong electron–electron coupling but collapses when
the coupling to the lattice is included (see below).
Nevertheless, when the loop is on a rigid background
(say, a cyclic molecule on a substrate of a much more
rigidly bound solid) the degeneracy may not be lifted,
or may remain in a very narrow interval of externally
applied fields. We will investigate this possibility in
the tight binding approximation [77,78], in which
electrons are bound to certain atomic locations (traps)
and make the loop conducting by resonant tunneling
between these locations.
In the tight binding approximation, Hamiltonian
of the loop in the second quantized form reads
H t a a U n nj
j
N
j j
i
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i
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i
j
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where tj is the hopping amplitude between two near
configurational sites, j and j 
 1,
t t g n a aj j j i i i 
  



0 1( ), ,  ' ' ' (15)
and ( j is the Aharonov–Bohm phase (a Peierls sub-
stitution for the phase of hopping amplitude)
(

 j j j
f
N
f 
 


2
1( ) . (16)
aj'

 is the creation (and aj', the annihilation) opera-
tor of an electron at site j with spin ', j with
j N 1 2, ,...., are the angles of distortion of site loca-
tions from their equilibrium positions  j j N
0 2 ,
satisfying the requirement  j
j
N


&
0
1
, and g is the
electron–phonon coupling constant. The interaction
(15) reflects the fact that the hopping amplitude de-
pends on the distance between the localization posi-
tions and assumes that the displacement  j j 
1 is
small in comparison to 2  N. U and V are Hubbard
parameters of the on-site and intrasite interactions.
The parameters are assumed such that system is not
superconductive (e.g., U > 0; and anyway, the super-
conductivity is not allowed for 1D system and is
ruled out for a small system). The last term in
Hamiltonian (14) is the elastic energy and K is the
stiffness parameter of the lattice.
In the smallest loop, the one with three sites
(N = 3), the only two free parameters of the lattice
displacement, X1 and X2, are
  1 1 2 2 1 2 3 22 
   
  X X X X X, , (17)
which are decomposed to second-quantized Bose oper-
ators b1, b2 according to
X
K
b b1
1 4
1 1
3
 


( ) ( )
*
, X
K
b b2
1 4
2 23 3
 


( ) ( )
*
.
(18)
The system (14) is solved numerically with the ABC
compiler [79], which includes the creation–annihila-
tion operators as its parameter types. These are gener-
ated as compiler macroses with sparse matrices
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where 1(N) is a unit matrix of dimension 2N and
C n Nn
N( ), ,.., 1 are Fermi/Bose operators in a space
of same dimension
C u a vn
N N n n( ) ( ) ( ) + + 1 (20)
and a, u, v are the 2  2 matrices (+ is the symbol of
the Kronecker matrix product)
a u v
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and # is a parameter
# 

,
-
.
1
1
fermionic sector
bosonic sector. (22)
Bosons are considered as «hard-core bosons» such
that there are only two discrete states for each mode
of displacement. We calculate the ground state of
Hamiltonian (14) as a function of magnetic flux f (a
classical variable). In application to real atomic
(macromolecular) systems, we can consider X1, X2 as
classical variables, since the quantum uncertainties in
the coordinates (	X M12
1 2
, ~ ( ) * ) are typically
much smaller than the interatomic distances (M is the
mass of an atom and * ~ 1013 1s is the characteristic
vibration frequency). The energy of the loop is calcu-
lated as function of X1, X2 and further is minimized
with respect to X1, X2 for each value of f. The nonzero
values of X1, X2 will signify the «lattice» (the ionic
core of the macromolecule) instability against the struc-
tural transformation which is analogous to the Peierls
transition.
For the 3-site loop, the E(f) dependence is shown
in Fig. 6 together with the dependence of the current
on f. The latter shows a discontinuity at f = 0 of the
same order of magnitude as the standard value of the
persistent current. The current at f = 0 is paramagnetic
since the energy versus flux has a maximum rather
than a minimum at f = 0. On-site interaction reduces
the amplitude of the persistent current near zero flux
(Fig. 7) but doesn’t remove its discontinuity at f = 0.
Therefore, the strongest opponent of the Aharo-
nov–Bohm effect, the electron–electron interaction,
leaves it qualitatively unchanged.
On the other hand, the electron–phonon interac-
tion flattens the E(f) dependence near the peak value;
see Fig. 8. At large stiffnesses K this flattening re-
mains important only for small magnetic fluxes, much
smaller than the flux quantization period 	  0.
Note that the persistent current peak is reduced in am-
plitude only slightly near  = 0. As is seen from
Fig. 9, the electron–phonon interaction splits the sin-
gularity at  = 0 to two singularities at   ! sing .
Outside the interval     sing sing the structural
transformation is blocked by the Aharonov–Bohm
flux. The range of magnetic between  sing and
 sing determines the domain of the developing lattice
transformation, which manifests itself in nonzero val-
ues of the lattice deformations X1, X2. The latter
property allows us to suggest that the spontaneous
persistent current state (a peak of dissipationless
charge transport at, or near, the zero flux) remains for
nonzero flux when the electron–phonon coupling is
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Fig. 6. Current versus magnetic flux in the 3-site loop
with 3 noninteracting electrons (1). Energy versus flux
for the N = 3; n = 3 loop at the value of the hopping pa-
rameter t0 = –1 (2). The energy is rescaled and arbitrarily
shifted upward for clarity.
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Fig. 7. Spontaneous persistent current versus flux for
t0 = –1 and various values of the Hubbard parameter
U: 0(1); –2(2); 2(3); –5(4); 5(5); –10(6); 10(7).
not too strong or when the lattice stiffness is larger
than certain critical value.
4. Conclusion
We have considered the Aharonov–Bohm effect in
an angular-periodic macromolecular loop like, e.g., an
aromatic cyclic molecule, and found that the Aha-
ronov–Bohm flux applied to the loop arrests the lat-
tice instability (rearrangement of molecular atoms or
blocks within the molecule). This is a consequence of
the fact that the weak-coupling effect of electron hop-
ping between sites of electron localization cannot pro-
vide enough energy for initiating a shift of the atoms
from periodic locations except at quite small magnetic
fields. As a result, the ground state of the system at a
certain electron concentration becomes current-carry-
ing at zero (or very small) magnetic flux, the state
with the «spontaneous» persistent current. This effect
suggests a possibility of using appropriately engi-
neered macromolecular structures as elementary
qubits, the degenerate or near-degenerate states
sought for processing of quantum information [61]. As
was shown in [59], the three-site Aharonov–Bohm
loop supports all logical operations (the quantum
logic gates) required for quantum computation and
quantum communication, which are effected by static
voltages applied to the loop perpendicular to the mag-
netic flux and such that the loop is driven to a
-shaped energy configuration with the two degene-
rate ground states making elements of the qubit, and
the third, higher-energy state implementing the radia-
tion-free quantum logical gates. Very strong magnetic
fields are required for the formation of such states
(corresponding to a flux equal to half of the flux
quantum). The spontaneous persistent currents dis-
cussed in the present paper allow one to reduce these
fields by orders of magnitude.
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